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The Problem of Side Channels A cryptographic mechanism based on
algorithms which are proven to be secure may become vulnerable after it is
implemented in some programming language and run on an actual computer
system. Side channel attacks are based on the fact that by observing the
implementation’s behavior which is not modeled by the underlying cryptographic algorithm the attacker can infer confidential data, e.g., a secret
key. Therefore, when developing a cryptographic mechanism it is desirable
to check whether its actual implementation opens up side channels.
One possibility to launch a side channel attack is to exploit the variance
in the running time of a crypto-algorithm implementation. First studies
of timing attacks on cryptographic schemes, including Diffie-Hellman and
RSA, date back to mid 1990s [5]. Since then, they have been practically
demonstrated [4], optimized [8], and evaluated [9]. We present the Side
Channel Finder in the version 1.0 (short SCF 1.0), a static analysis tool
for detection of potential timing channels in Java implementations of cryptographic algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, SCF 1.0 is the first
timing channel analysis tool for Java.
The Tool The purpose of SCF 1.0 is to support a programmer of a cryptoalgorithm implementation in assessing his code for that it is not vulnerable
to timing channel attacks. The tool lets the programmer specify which
input of an implemented algorithm constitutes a secret that must not be
leaked, especially not through timing channels. These specifications are
a part of a security policy which assigns security levels high and low to
object fields, method parameters, and return values. A policy is stored in
an automatically generated XML-document accompanying the source code.
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SCF 1.0 then analyzes the given program code by checking whether the
control flow potentially depends on the confidential inputs.
Implementation Techniques The analysis which SCF 1.0 performs is
based on a carefully crafted security type system for information flow. Most
importantly, this type systems checks whether (i) the high-classified data
is moved to low-classified locations, and (ii) the execution would branch
on a value with high security level. These branches might appear due to
conditional statements, loops, or polymorphic method calls.
Applications We have applied SCF 1.0 to analyze several existing implementations of cryptographic algorithms. Our studies include well known
open-source libraries FlexiProvider (version 1.6p7) [2] and GNU Classpath
(version 0.98) [1]. For example, we have found timing channel vulnerabilities
in the FlexiProvider’s implementation of the IDEA encryption scheme.
Future Work Currently we see two directions for improvements in the
Side Channel Finder. First of all, in the next months we plan to implement automatic program transformations for elimination of discovered timing channels. Here we have a choice between a number of techniques, namely,
cross-copying [3], unification [6], or conditional assignment [7]. Secondly, we
are working in the direction of making the analysis more fine-grained. This
would be based on a refined model for timing channel security where the
branching on the secret data would be allowed provided the branches take
the same amount of time. For that, we have to decide how precise this time
has to be measured with possibilities ranging from counting the number
of executed statements — through considering single expression evaluation
steps — to careful estimation of the timing behavior of the compiled code
instructions.
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